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Scope of the Journal
ISSN: 1756-2104 (Print), ISSN: 1756-2112 (Online)
Functional informatics and personalised medicine in the new
era of biomedical sciences and computational sciences are
interactive disciplines that hold great promise for the
advancement of cutting-edge research and development in
biomedical informatics and pharmaceutical sciences. IJFIPM
is dedicated to promoting the research, education and
awareness of functional informatics and personalised
medicine, and provides a common platform for the crossfertilisation of ideas by bridging important and
complementary disciplines into an interactive and attractive
forum.
Topics covered include:
• Transcriptomics, metabolomics,
epigenomics, metagenomics
• Genomics, gene regulation, SNPs,
haplotype analysis, GWAS
• Genome-phenome/promoter/non-coding
region analysis, sequencing
• Proteomics, biomarker discovery,
network/pathway analysis
• Protein/RNA structure/function/interactions,
non-coding RNA analysis
• Evolution/phylogeny, alternative splicing,
post-translational modifications
• Biomedical databases, text/data mining,
visualisation, signal/image analysis
• Computational modelling/data integration,
molecular simulation
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• Computational/web intelligence,
machine learning
• Medical expert systems/social networks
• Biomedical intelligence, clinical data
analysis, medical diagnosis/decision fusion
• Electronic health records, hospital IT,
telemedicine
• Bio/quantum/nano/evolutionary/cloud/grid/
mobile/distributed computing
• Biomedical sensors, tissue
engineering/biomaterials
• Environmental health, food science,
traditional/Chinese medicine
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